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Thea von Harbou â€” I was inspired to write the poem as I was saddened whilst reading about the life and
achievements of this incredible woman and seeing how, whereas Fritz Lang has all but assured cinematic
immortality, her name has all but been erased. As I will mention, despite the part she played in the
masterpieces adorned the walls of the Lang mythos, her life has not yet been thought worthy of a full-length
biographical treatment. What follows here is a distillation of information I have managed to cobble together
from the internet and scattered sources in lieu of this injustice being re-addressed. Thea von Harbou in So
where did it all go wrong for von Harbou? In contrast, von Harbou remained and continued her career
screen-writing movies supportive of the Third Reich. And yet, if it was this dubious political affiliation that
has been responsible for persona non grata status in film history, we should ask why is it that several
biographies of Leni Reifenstahl exist? Clearly, there is something else going on here. However, in this case
only one party â€” Lang â€” partook of public opportunities to disparage the work of the other and as a result
von Harbou had languished in silence ever since. A precocious child, she was educated by private tutors and
was adept at speaking several languages as well as playing piano and violin. She wrote from an early age and
published her first poems as well as stories about animals â€” which she loved â€”from the age of And yet,
despite the secure life all but offered to her from this privileged background, von Harbou was always
head-strong and keen to forge her own path. She juggled these twin ambitions well and in , at the age of 22,
celebrated her first great literary success with Die nach uns kommen. This success was built upon with
serialised works appearing in various newspapers, which with her style of blended melodrama, feminism, and
nationalism, helped her to become a popular author of the time. Following this literary success von Harbou
decided to prioritise writing over her theatre work. The move to screen-writing: This was her first screen-play
and thereafter began a prolific and successful period of writing for the screen. Von Harbou divorced
Klein-Rogge in and, following both the success of Dr. Mabuse der Spieler Dr. In particular, her dramaturgical
skill and ability to think in specifically cinematic terms â€” no small feat considering the relative youth of the
form â€” were praised by many at the time. However, it is for her collaboration with Lang for which she is
most known. Until , when the National Socialists came to power in Germany and Lang fled, she would she
co-write every film that Lang would direct â€” including most famously Metropolis and M Metropolis Rather
than a novelisation of a film, Metropolis the novel released a year before the film was in fact developed from a
screenplay written in One day, Freder encounters Maria, who manages to intrude into the pleasure garden of
the elite with a group of children belonging to the workers. Maria is soon ushered out but Freder remains
shocked by the event and, fascinated by unknown implications suggested by the intrusion, goes to the machine
rooms to find her. Eventually he finds her heading an underground assemblage of angry workers expressing
their grievances at their lot and on the verge of rebelling violently against Metropolis. Maria placates them,
emphasising that revolution is not the answer but rather a figure, a Messiah if you will, who can mediate
between the two worlds of the ruling and working class for the betterment of both. Freder makes himself
known to Maria, declares his love for her, and announces himself to be the mediator she speaks of. Rotwang
and Fredersen have a long history, with the two men previously competing for the attention of a woman, Hel,
who had initially been involved with Rotwang but who changed her affections to Fredersen before she died.
What follows is an apocalyptic unleashing of primal forces as the false Maria whips up the latent violent
descent of the workers into a terrifying and unforgiving mob seeking the destruction of Metropolis. Of course,
Freder saves the day and a new order is established with the head and the hands mediated by the heart. For my
part, Metropolis is only philosophically muddled when one is trying to impose a one-dimensional
undergraduate anti-capitalist reading onto it. Rather, while the story certainly contains criticisms of capitalism,
it is a long way away from the Marxist reading many are keen to layer onto it. Then, suddenly the tone will
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change from the high-minded and poetic expression to plot twists and melodrama more suited to the most
formulaic of genre books. The films opens with shots of children playing and a woman setting the table for
dinner, and a girl bouncing a ball on her way home. She is approached by a man whistling a tune who offers to
buy her a balloon. A few edits later the ball is shown rolling away and the balloon has absconded and flits
impotently trapped in telephone lines. Following the death of the little girl both the police and the local
underworld criminals start manhunts; however, it is the vigilante manhunt that identifies the killer first,
marking him in an ingenious manner, and subject him to a kangaroo court where the man played by Peter
Lorre in his first major role makes an impassioned speech in an effort to win some measure of sympathy from
those assembled. His plea is unsuccessful but [spoiler alert] is saved by the police crashing into proceedings
just in time and who take him to face an official trial. The film is a masterpiece. Of course, like Metropolis, it
is almost impossible to distinguish from a screen-writing perspective which contributions owe more to Lang
and which to von Harbou, but it is readily accepted that von Harbou was an integral part of the research for the
movie as well as an active part in the development of the script. Personal and professional decline: In , a year
before Adolf Hitler came to power, von Harbou joined the National Socialist German Workers Party and a
Nazi banner flew over the Lang household, an action largely attributed to von Harbou. In all likelihood this
was the case, but some critics have written that Lang was in fact quite tolerant of the Nazis when he thought
that he may actually win their approval and it was only following a supposed private meeting between
Goebbels and Lang in March , where the Nazi propaganda chief informed Lang that The Testament of Dr.
Mabuse was going to be banned, that Lang thought to flee. Instead, a more likely factor contributing to their
divorce was the fact that not long after his marriage to von Harbou Lang became fond of openly pursuing
younger women. Lang even went so far as to secure an apartment in his building for one of his mistresses,
Gerda Maurus â€” an actress in Spione â€” in the same way as he had got an apartment for von Harbou while
married to his former wife. Thea with new beau, Avi So, given such brazen goings-on, we can be forgiven for
a lack of sympathy towards Lang when he returned home early from the set of Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse
The Testament of Dr. Mabuse to find von Harbou in bed with Avi Tendulkar, an Indian student 17 years her
junior. An uncharitable assessment would simply be to charge her with trying to minimise her Nazi
sympathies to avoid public pressure, but her interest in India seems well attested by her relationship, the
influence of India in several of her stories, and a curious side-note that in the s, with her career all but over,
she would write in a room adorned with two photos: She later received a work permit and continued to work
in the film industry, first synchronizing movies, but later continuing to write scripts. However, despite the
unflagging nature of her creative drive through the 50s she would only realise only three more scripts. Despite
this change in her creative fortunes, she continued to write and when pain from high blood pressure,
migraines, and neuralgia afflicted her she would write or dictate from her bed. Von Harbou attended as a guest
of honour but sustained a hip injury from slipping over when leaving the theatre. A few days later she died in
Berlin. But it seems to me that the historical treatment of Thea von Harbou is at best far off the mark, and at
times distinctly unsavoury. Coming from Lang, comments diminishing her and aggrandising himself are, well,
understandable â€” if not necessarily forgivable â€” given their divorce and the creative and personal
investments at stake. Here was a woman of considerable artistic talent and indomitable will, forging her own
way at a time when opportunities for women were scarce, and against a backdrop of considerable social and
political upheaval. Amidst all of this, her talent is duly noted by her peers and she is able to work along the
best names of the era as an equal. Disagree with her politics, sure, but her contributions deserve the right to
fight their own corner in the marketplace of ideas. Unfortunately it seems that because the stature of her talent
and depth of her contributions so often impinge on tenets of the Lang mythos, she has had to suffer the
indignity of being silenced all these years. When her fascinating life-story eventually does get the biography it
deserves, it will have been both richly-deserved and long overdue.
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More Books I was at first touched by the expressions of his misery; yet, when I called to mind what
Frankenstein had said of his powers of eloquence and persuasion, and when I again cast my eyes on the
lifeless form of my friend, indignation was rekindled within me. You throw a torch into a pile of buildings,
and when they are consumed, you sit among the ruins and lament the fall. If he whom you mourn still lived,
still would he be the object, again would he become the prey, of your accursed vengeance. It is not pity that
you feel; you lament only because the victim of your malignity is withdrawn from your power. Yet I seek not
a fellow feeling in my misery. No sympathy may I ever find. When I first sought it, it was the love of virtue,
the feelings of happiness and affection with which my whole being overflowed, that I wished to be
participated. But now that virtue has become to me a shadow, and that happiness and affection are turned into
bitter and loathing despair, in what should I seek for sympathy? I am content to suffer alone while my
sufferings shall endure; when I die, I am well satisfied that abhorrence and opprobrium should load my
memory. Once my fancy was soothed with dreams of virtue, of fame, and of enjoyment. Once I falsely hoped
to meet with beings who, pardoning my outward form, would love me for the excellent qualities which I was
capable of unfolding. I was nourished with high thoughts of honour and devotion. But now crime has
degraded me beneath the meanest animal. No guilt, no mischief, no malignity, no misery, can be found
comparable to mine. When I run over the frightful catalogue of my sins, I cannot believe that I am the same
creature whose thoughts were once filled with sublime and transcendent visions of the beauty and the majesty
of goodness. But it is even so; the fallen angel becomes a malignant devil. Yet even that enemy of God and
man had friends and associates in his desolation; I am alone. We have hundreds more books for your
enjoyment. But in the detail which he gave you of them he could not sum up the hours and months of misery
which I endured wasting in impotent passions. For while I destroyed his hopes, I did not satisfy my own
desires. They were forever ardent and craving; still I desired love and fellowship, and I was still spurned. Was
there no injustice in this? Am I to be thought the only criminal, when all humankind sinned against me? Why
do you not hate Felix, who drove his friend from his door with contumely? Why do you not execrate the rustic
who sought to destroy the saviour of his child? Nay, these are virtuous and immaculate beings! I, the
miserable and the abandoned, am an abortion, to be spurned at, and kicked, and trampled on. Even now my
blood boils at the recollection of this injustice.
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No, I came for an Exotic Adventure. Contrary to appearances, no, Evan is not Saudi himself. He gets that a lot.
And this weekend they put out a call for anybody who was interested to join them on a trek into the desert
northwest of Riyadh to explore ruins. Heading out for a day of adventure in Saudi Arabia involves some
preparation. Step 1, take water. An exaggeration, which makes it a joke I get only after using a metric
converter. Step 1a, load the car with everything else you can imagine you might ever need. We stopped on the
way home when we saw a man wrestling with a tire on the side of the road. Picture yarn wrapped around a
donut and then pulled loose by a cat. Fortunately, our hosts traveled with a tire iron, steam iron, waffle iron,
pump, jumper cables, corduroy jumpers, cable-knit jumpers, and an old coffee can of magic dust. We wound
up giving the guy a ride to the next town, and learned Evan works with his brother. Step 2, dress appropriately.
Hold your abaya in one hand and your camera in the other. My mortified feet, ladies and gentlemen: Outdoors
in an abaya Step 3, move into a guarded relationship with your GPS. Kind of trust-but-verify sort of thing.
Road signs are often only in Arabic, and roundabouts may or may not be signed in any language. So in every
town ask somebody where you are. Never hurts to check. And you have to ask because every one of these
small towns has ruins. When concrete block came along, folks just build new houses across the road from the
old ones and moved out. None of the ruins we saw were probably any older than a hundred years. But they
were also no different from the ones being built years ago. Our first stop was Sadus remember, spellings can
be anything you want, so you might see Sadis, Sadas, Sudisâ€¦ , which looked like this: Sadus, Saudi Arabia
Reigning over it all was this colonnade: Sadus, Saudi Arabia And underneath, this extraordinary hall: Sadus,
Saudi Arabia I was intrigued by this little still life: Sadus, Saudi Arabia Last dinner for creature, or last dinner
of creature? When we stopped along the street for some more pictures, a group of Saudi boys approached us,
eager to discover what the Westerners were all about. The goal seemed to be to sling an English word or two,
talk to women, and laugh a lot. No, he indicated, shaking his head and pointing at me. It quickly turned into a
group shot. Meeting the locals in Sadus, Saudi Arabia The father of some number of these kids came over
soon, too, and promptly invited us all to his home for tea. Or anything we wanted. No problem, no problem.
We excused ourselves by saying we had far to go, but I left wishing I was that free with my own hospitality.
From there, we went to Al Qassib, where the ruins are being actively restored and the project manager showed
us around. View over Al Qassib, Saudi Arabia Finally, the Ushaiga Heritage Center north of Shaqra, where the
site is being actively managed, maintained, and rebuilt, complete with museums. The museum, I admit, has a
way to go on achieving international status with their signage: The curation is also a bit quirky. In the jewelry
and clothing room, in a six-foot case of elaborate jewelry, we find this: To the left is dried camel cheese. The
cheese is formed into rounds and the cheesemaker rolls a palm across the top, so the ridges you see look at the
piece just right of center, a little past 2: You remember how I feel about cheese, right? Take a piece of chalk
and roll it around in milk. Allow it to sit out for a couple of days, just enough so the texture of the chalk gets a
little coarser and the taste a little more sour. We would not be similarly duped into eating wild watermelons
growing along weedy vines on the ground, but no one could resist the purely obvious shot of women holding
melons: A genuine Exotic Adventure.
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Enter a caption The delicate white arch of the Porta Latina cut into the ancient Aurelian Wall, resembling the
entrance to a sepulcher. All appeared shady and quiet within, contrasting sharply with the sounds and activities
of modern life. Late morning sunlight played on the treetops, warming the earth and casting shade over the
road ahead. I stepped forward and passed under the archway to begin my walk down the Via Latina. I
discovered the world from another time, far different from the one I knew. The long narrow road was lined
with large shade trees. The only sounds were the flutter and chirp of birds in the trees and an occasional car
passing by. Its beginnings go back to the 8th century BC. It served as a trading route between Rome and the
ports of Brindisi on the Adriatic and Pozzuoli on the Tyrrhenian Sea. My stroll took me past the 5th century
Church of S. Giovanni and the Tomb of the Scipios. Toward the end of the road, it touched the Via
Sebastiano, which is actually a section of the Via Appia, renamed because of the S. As I came almost to the
end of Via Latina, I noticed a stunning villa set up from the road. It looked stately and inviting. Over the entry
threshold were the words, Ristorante Orazio. Ristorante Orazio on Via Latina I was hungry and eager to
explore, so I stepped up through the threshold and onto the graveled garden area. I admired the neatly trimmed
shrubs and clay pots of flowers and palms. My steps made a soft crunch across the gravel as I made my way
toward the restaurant entrance. Pleasant gardens outside the Ristorante Orazio The waiter had not discovered
me yet as I approached him. I was soon warmly greeted and taken to a seat on the covered terrace. As I looked
the menu over, I noticed a plate of appetizers that had just arrived at the neighboring table. Cured meats,
cheeses, tomatoes, bruschetta, fresh figs, and a carafe of great looking wine. As he poured a glass for me, I
noticed the pale yellow wine shimmer and pick up prisms of color from my surroundings. Smooth and
refreshing, it was the perfect summer wine When I first arrived, I was the only one on the patio. After fifteen
minutes, a rush of diners began to fill the empty tables. The tablecloths were neat and crisp, with vases of fresh
cut flowers. I ordered a seafood salad and fresh Sea Bass. It was a hard decision. I was not disappointed. The
salad was a tasty cool mixture of clams, muscles, fish and octopus with a touch of lemon. The sea bass soon
arrived at my table in one whole fish. I watched as my waiter expertly discarded the head and bones, laying it
open and dousing it with a good amount of extra virgin olive oil. The fresh Sea Bass arrived and my attentive
waiter did a superb job of fixing my dish. Sea Bass cooked to perfection Tender, flaky and flavorful, I
consumed the entire fish. The liberal splash of olive oil was the perfect touch, enhancing the fragrance and
texture. Sunday lunch is when the locals fill the restaurant. Three to four generation families come to enjoy a
long and leisurely meal together. Groups of sharply dressed elderly ladies and priests with relatives are a
common sight as well. Authentic Roman cuisine and professional service are what brings them to Ristorante
Orazio. The waiters are from the old school, exhibiting sharp manners and a keen focus. Only a 15 to minute
walk from the Colosseum, the Ristorante Orazio is a great place to relax and escape the pace of the city center
for a time. The large green expanse of lawn and gardens surrounding the restaurant is cool and refreshing.
From the antipasti all the way to the digestive, it is a place to take your time and enjoy the quality and
elegance of old Rome.
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By Cato The Younger In Apologetics , Catholicism , Morality , Politics , Social Issues , Uncategorized Many
modern Christians, including Catholics have done away with the virtue of prudence in their judgements and
have given way to judgements made solely based off emotion. This is a dangerous flaw in the thought process
of man. It leads to dangerous judgements and depending on what is being judged, can bring destruction on a
massive scale. What is prudential judgement? The catechism defines it below. Thomas Aquinas, following
Aristotle. It is not to be confused with timidity or fear, nor with duplicity or dissimulation. It is called auriga
virtutum the charioteer of the virtues ; it guides the other virtues by setting rule and measure. It is prudence
that immediately guides the judgment of conscience. The prudent man determines and directs his conduct in
accordance with this judgment. With the help of this virtue we apply moral principles to particular cases
without error and overcome doubts about the good to achieve and the evil to avoid. In short, prudential
judgement is the act of applying moral principles to a situation in attempt to achieve the good. Its purpose is to
avoid evil. Now, some things are not open to prudential judgement, for not everything requires moral
meditation. Now it is important to notice that I stated particular actions, which may be different then their
overarching themes. The theme of abortion falls into the category or taking the life of a human being. Killing
in itself is not a intrinsic evil, however unjust killing murder is. Killing in self defense, warfare this can depend
, or for the good of society such as capital punishment are not in themselves evil. Sodomy is another evil that
is intrinsic, although homosexuality itself is not evil. It is disordered, yes, but if a homosexual refrains from
acting on his disordered desires and lives a celibate life then he is not guilty of the sin. The same goes for
fornication. Sex itself is not evil, but outside of the procreative and marital context it is a sin. Genocide falls
under the category of killing most of the time. So what requires prudential judgment? Lets take a current
situation and crisis that requires prudential judgment. Perhaps, but charity many times requires prudent
judgement to be applied to see if it is the correct moral decision. Prudent charity would involve feeding the
hungry, while imprudent charity would involve just giving cash to a homeless man. Similarly the immigration
crisis must be approached prudently. Is it prudent to allow the influx of thousands of minorities from a foreign
culture into a host culture? No, it is not. Not only has this proven through history to lay waste to the host
culture, and displace the ethnic majority, but as we see from recent examples such as Cologne, that it does
irreversible damage. Crimes such as murder and rape have skyrocketed, billions of dollars have been spent to
accommodate these people even though natives still suffer in poverty themselves , infrastructure has been
vandalized, and Christianity has been slandered and worse oppressed in an attempt not to offend the
immigrants. It is NOT prudent to allow such a thing to happen. It has wrought nothing but destruction on a
massive scale and is a threat not only to the common good, but the history, culture and identity of the host.
Our ancestors are turning over in their graves knowing that the Mohammedans that they spilt blood to keep
out are being welcomed in with no resistance or prudent thought. Worse they are being accommodated as a
priority over that of the native population. Crimes are swept under the rug, opposition is silenced and laws are
being changed. History will remember us as the fools who lacked any spine. Fools who traded the beauty of
Christendom for the liberal humanitarian creed of universalism and brought about our own demise. Warped
concepts of virtue plague the modern man. Love is now nothing more then affection. Charity is nothing more
then pandering to the demands of the sinner.
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By mysticaljourney In Essay Journeys take us out of the comfort zone exploring the parts of us that rarely get
addressed. Whatever it takes to evolve spiritually. I can pack a bag in less than five minutes. Meeting new
people and hearing stories is my favorite of all things. I am forever enriched because of human stories. Why
do I tend to them? Because they connect us. They allow us to not feel alone. They push us to learn. They force
us to look at things differently. Something happened as I was trekking up a sacred ruin near Machu Picchu. I
felt it all. I was getting out of breath, sweating and aching. I stood among hundreds of folks and recognized
myself in all of it. In all of them. The wind picked up, my husband asked me to stop and take a deep breath
before continuing. I needed to inhale the land. I needed to take in the landscape. I had a group of older folks in
front of me who complained all the way up. I admire their determination but I could do without the theatrics.
So I stood to the side in one of the grass terraces, closed my eyes and allowed for ancestral spirits of the land
to kiss me. I allowed the noises to disappear. I felt the intensity of magic and wonder. This Sacred Valley is
filled with myths and theories. The Incas were superstitious and truly advanced in nature. It was a civilization
that has inspired the world. They were led by astronomy. I have read stories. I have watched documentaries.
But nothing compares to being in the land, grounding energies all around me. There I was being charged by
every rock and stone. It took all of me not to cry. It was as if my soul opened up and poured nostalgia in every
gust of wind. He signed up for this. The woo-woo and all. I urge you to travelâ€¦ anywhere. It can be a town
away or another state. But, I ask that you go and explore those things that your soul craves because your spirit
has a way of returning to old stomping grounds. When you get there you will know. All the stories will make
sense. You will begin to feel compassion for life. You will understand the yearnings and dreams. You will
understand who you are and what you need to know. We are truly more connected than you can see or sense.
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Everywhere I turned there was beauty. This medieval town charmed with its cobblestone streets, quaint
structures and immense ruins. A town plan with an ancient street network. Medieval warehouses, serving as
sales premises and storerooms for the merchants of the town. The town wall, built in the 13th and 14th
centuries, is 3. The 12 church ruins â€¦ remains of churches erected in the 13th and 14th centuries.
Well-preserved wooden buildings â€¦ Gotland Municipality One of many church ruins inside the medieval
walls. Drotten Church was built in the 13th Century and dedicated to the Holy Trinity. They say Visby is
beautiful in the summer. Imagine stepping into this rose garden from the back door of your home. More sheep
statues along the cobblestone streets. Many artisans had their workshops here: The Franciscan brethren were
granted land on the south side of the square in the s. They erected the church of St. Catherine with adjoining
monastery buildings on this ground. Gotland Municipality Looking up at the ceiling. Man-made brick by
brick. I could not resist this narrow stairway. At the top, I had this lovely view of the nearby homes. Across
the road from S: At one end of the gardens was a large stone wall. More glorious fall foliage covered large
portions of the medieval wall. The Powder Tower was a defensive tower and is one of the oldest surviving
secular buildings in Scandinavia, dating probably from the midth century. The tower acquired its name in the
18th century when the Crown had a powder magazine here. There are ancient inscriptions on doors and walls.
There was no heating and the tower was never lived in, though it did serve for a time as a prison. What is not
to like about this place?!
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12 thoughts on " Among the Ruins " Lorien says: December 11, at pm Such beautiful images! Thank you for posting
these for all of us to enjoy!

Dashing across the street for cover underneath a red awning, I bought the first umbrella that a passing vendor
handed me. I watched as large pellets of rain hit the surface and bounced upward. Fortunately, the squall was
short-lived and I was soon crossing the street again. I had come to see the cats of Rome who have called Torre
Argentina their home since it was excavated in The cats are mostly feral. At the cat sanctuary of Torre
Argentina Gazing downward to the wet grass and dampened stones, I soon began to see cats creep out from
under hiding places that had given them shelter from the rain. At one corner, a gate with a staircase lead down
to the underground cat sanctuary. Entrance down to the sanctuary The sanctuary began as a cave-like
excavated area under the street that served as a shelter for the cats at night and a place to store food. For a long
while there was no running water or electricity. A big gas lantern was placed on a table that cast shadows of
the cats on the cave walls and created a spooky atmosphere. Inside the sanctuary today are large rooms painted
white. Cages line some of the walls with cats under medical supervision. All of the cats are up for adoption.
Most of the permanent cats have special needs like blindness or missing a limb. The volunteers show a great
love for these cats and are very interactive in finding them safe and loving homes. Volunteer inside the
sanctuary Cats curled up inside every bed and box An independent cat cozied up on the gift display There are
estimated to be about cat colonies local groupings of feral cats in Rome. In summer there are pigeons, mice
and lizards to be had in the excavations and nearby fields as well. In antiquity, the cat was highly valued for
just this activityâ€”defending mankind against rodent borne diseases like the plague. Cat with a penthouse
view! All of the abandoned cats are spayed, neutered and vaccinated. The sanctuary is operated by an
international group of volunteers who welcome visitors and give free tours of the premise. Donations from
tourists, fund-raising projects and the sanctuary store keep the shelter running. It is kept very clean with every
small box and cat bed occupied by a curled up feline. Only a 5 min. So is the love.
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Adventure Among the Ruins September 23, February 5, Despite what my earlier posts might indicate, I didn't come to
Saudi-Almighty-Arabia to go to Chili's, or Applebee's (pft-pft kiss-fingers cross-yourself), or Tamimi (Safeway), or Saco
(True Value), or even IKEA.

Nov 25, Matt rated it really liked it A brilliant critique of capitalism, economics and the modern world system
from the political right. While his call for an imperium is perhaps off the mark, his analysis of the spiritual
death of the modern world since the Enlightenment and the French Revolution is poignant. This book gave me
much food for thought, and in the par A brilliant critique of capitalism, economics and the modern world
system from the political right. This book gave me much food for thought, and in the parts I found
disagreeable and even reprehensible it forced me to dig deeper and ask myself why I felt that way, ultimately
coming to a better understanding of my own views and an understanding of the fundamental deficiency and
flaws inherent to democracy. His views are difficult to dismiss, and should not be ignored. This book has
many redeeming aspects, yet also is very dry in many chapters. An uneven consistency is found throughout
the book leaving it hard to mentally absorb. May 25, Raimonds Krumgolds rated it liked it . , - . - . , . , -, . , , .
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